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Abstract: The features of α (body-centered cubic) structures were investigated in a low-carbon
multicomponent alloy from morphological and crystallographic perspectives. In addition to apparent
features of granular bainite and lamellar martensite, a morphological similarity can be found
between lath martensite and lath bainite. Therefore, it is of interest to explore possible discrepancies
between lath martensite and lath bainite from a crystallographic perspective. These microstructures
were obtained by various cooling rates (i.e., water quenching, 5 ◦C/s, and 0.05 ◦C/s) and then
were characterized by a combination of scanning electron microscopy and electron backscattered
diffraction techniques. It is shown that: (1) Lath martensite (LM) formed in the samples that were
water-quenched, and a mixture of LM and lath bainite (LB) and granular bainite (GB) formed in the
samples cooled at rates of 5 ◦C/s and 0.05 ◦C/s, respectively; (2) A Kurdjumov-Sachs relationship
was mostly found in as-quenched martensite, while a Greninger-Troiano relationship represented the
orientation relationship of LB and GB; (3) As the cooling rate decreased, the dislocation densities in
corresponding microstructures were reduced, while the tendency of variant grouping was enhanced.
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1. Introduction

The most common mechanical properties of polycrystalline materials, i.e., strength, high
toughness, long service life, and versatility, are sought in material innovation [1,2]. These properties are
largely determined by the microstructure of a material, which often results from a phase transformation
during the manufacturing process. In the case of a low-alloy ultra-high strength structural steel used
for welding, the microstructure obtained in the heat-affected zone at low heat input (i.e., 10.5 kJ/cm) is
constituted of lath martensite (LM) and lath bainite (LB), while that at higher heat input (18.5 kJ/cm) is
granular bainite (GB) [3]. The microstructures in low-carbon high-strength weld metals are a mixture
of LM, LB, and GB [4], and these three phases are all body-centered cubic (bcc) or tetragonal with
similar morphologies and lattice parameters [5]. We tried to distinguish LM, LB, and GB by using
crystallography. Indeed, each phase can have a specific effect on the mechanical properties of a metal.

Crystallographic information on the samples such as phase identification, grain orientations,
misorientations across grain boundaries, etc. can be acquired by electron backscattered diffraction
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(EBSD). Abundant work has been conducted to introduce some crystallographic terminologies
considering γ to α phase transformation in carbon steels. Table 1 presents various possible orientation
relationships (ORs) between the γ parent phase and the α daughter phase [6], that is, Kurdjumov–Sachs
(K-S) OR, Nishiyama–Wassermann (N-W) OR, Greninger-Troiano (G-T) OR, and Pitsch OR. In the
manuscript, we will only consider the crystallographic orientation variants from a certain prior
austenite crystal that are based on K-S ORs. In the K-S OR, there are four {111}γ planes, wherein
each plane is parallel to a {110}α plane. A {111}γ plane contains three <110>γ directions, and each
<110>γ direction is parallel to one of the two <111>α directions in the {110}α plane that is parallel
to {111}γ. Finally, 24 K-S variants are generated [7]. These variants tend to be grouped to facilitate
the deformation during phase transformation [8]. As such, regarding martensitic transformation,
the specific variants are combined preferably to accommodate the transformation strains. Variant 1
(V1) was indexed as the largest bcc grain in a prior austenite grain (PAG). The Operators (O) are the
specific misorientations between the variants. The notion was applied to correlate all variants [9],
wherein V1 was always treated as a reference to define the operators. Therefore, local variant grouping
can be detected by looking at the operator tendency. The operators between the variants with a K-S
OR were detailed in earlier work [9]. Note that three types of packets have been widely accepted as
having crucial roles in determining the macroscopic mechanical properties [9]. The close-packed-plane
(CPP) packets are often regarded as morphological packets containing bainitic/martensitic ferrite
laths with approximately the same trace on the sample surface because habit planes are close to each
other [10]. The close-packed-direction (CPD) packets contain a collection of variants that share a
common axis parallel to one direction [9]. The Bain packets (BP) are the assemblies of variants linked
by low misorientations [11]. Different operators are included in these three packets, as shown in
Table 2 [9]. In other words, different packets can be explicitly given as sets of variants and organized
assemblies of operators.

Table 1. Ideal orientation relationships between γ structure (parent austenite) and α structure (daughter
bainite/martensite) [6].

Orientation Relationship Parallelism Minimum Angle/Axis

Kurdjumov-Sachs (K-S) {111}fcc//{110}bcc
<110>fcc//<111>bcc

42.85◦/<0.968 0.178 0.178>

Nishiyama–Wassermann (N-W) {111}fcc //{110}bcc
<112> fcc //<110> bcc

45.98◦/<0.976 0.083 0.201>

Greninger-Troiano (G-T) {110}fcc //{111}bcc
<123> fcc //<133> bcc

44.23◦/<0.973 0.189 0.133>

Pitsch {100 fcc //{110}bcc
<110> fcc //<111> bcc

45.98◦/<0.08 0.2 0.98>

Table 2. Operators’ details in various packets [9]; CPP: close-packed plane; CPD: close-packed direction.

Name Operators Inside the Packets

CPP packets {O0, O1, O2, O4, O5, O7}
CPD packets {O0, O2, O3, O8}
Bain packets {O0, O3, O5, O11, O16, O18, O20, O22}

The features of both martensitic microstructure and bainitic microstructure have been deeply
explored in recent years [11–14]. For instance, Morito et al. proposed that the minimization of
the total shape strain generated during martensitic transformation led to six variants in one CPP
packet in alloy steels [12]. Lambert-Perlade et al. utilized a micromechanical model to evaluate
the self-accommodation of the transformation for Bain packets in a low-alloy steel [13]. Cayron
brought forward a one-step model of martensitic transformation to explain the crystallographic
intricacy and the continuous orientations of martensite variants [11]. Takayama et al. revealed that
bainitic ferrite variants were generated adjacently by sharing the same parallel relations for CPP
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packets [14]. Nevertheless, for some microstructures with similar morphologies, such as lath bainite
and lath martensite, little attention has been paid to investigate their distinguishing features from a
comprehensively crystallographic perspective, e.g., orientation relationships, boundary disorientation
features, and variant groupings.

Therefore, this study aimed at adding a reliable proof to figure out the discrepancy among the
different microstructures in a low-carbon iron-nickel alloy.

2. Materials and Methods

The raw materials, in this research, were obtained from low-carbon bainitic weld metals.
The details are reported in Reference [7]. The composition here was 5Ni–0.05C–1.8Mn–0.3Si–0.8Mo–
0.8Cr–0.001S–0.14Ti. Each specimen had the same size (10mm). They were put in quartz tubes under
primary vacuum, heated to 1100 ◦C in a furnace (Nabartherm, Lilienthal, Germany), and then cooled
at various rates (i.e., 0.05 ◦C/s, 5 ◦C/s, and water quenching), as shown in Figure 1.

The metallographic specimens were prepared by common methods (i.e., manual and mechanical
polishing), and the microstructures were characterized using scanning electron microscope (SEM;
FEI XL30 Series; Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA). The EBSD specimens were prepared by finally
polishing on a VibroMet™ (Buehler, IL, USA) table for several hours after previous mechanical
polishing. The EBSD maps of all specimens were acquired over a 200 µm × 200 µm scan area using a
400 nm step size and analyzed with ARPGE software [15].
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Figure 1. Heat treatment cycles applied to the specimens.

3. Results

The SEM and EBSD techniques were applied to display different features of α structures in our
specimens from morphological and crystallographic perspectives.

3.1. Morphologic Features

As depicted in Figure 2, there were three corresponding morphologies under various cooling
conditions. The water-quenched specimen was constituted of martensite with a width range of
1–1.5 µm, typically plate-like, as shown at high magnification in Figure 2a. In the sample cooled at
5 ◦C/s, it was found that all laths were nucleated on the grain boundaries and extended towards the
interior of the grains, as shown in Figure 2b. Besides, some dispersed carbides appeared in white in
the lath ferritic grains, as indicated by the short arrows. It was somehow difficult to distinguish bainite
and martensite on the basis of the morphology, because both sometimes appeared lath-like. Thus,
it was necessary to perform a crystallographic analysis to find some clues regarding the differences
between bainite and martensite. In Figure 2c, GB was obtained when the specimen was cooled at
0.05 ◦C/s. GB is indeed characterized by the absence of carbides and by the presence of isolated
martensite-austenite (M-A) constituents [16]. M-A islands appear in grey and are distributed in the
ferritic matrix that is dark in the SEM image shown. An image of M-A islands at higher magnification
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is inserted at the left bottom of Figure 2c. Some M-A islands were distributed along the grain boundary,
and others were distributed randomly in one grain. In addition, the ratio between length and width of
the M–A islands was around 2.
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Figure 2. SEM graphs of three specimens at various cooling rates: (a) water-quenching; (b) 5 ◦C/s;
(c) 0.05 ◦C/s.

3.2. Crystallographic Features

The crystallographic features of each microstructure can be observed by means of EBSD.
Figure 3a–c depict CPP packets in all specimens. In this figure, the region composed by variants
belonging to the same CPP packet is represented by the same color. For a detailed analysis by EBSD,
one single PAG was selected in each sample. The PAG boundaries were delineated in white. Note
that the packets in fast-cooling samples (i.e., water quenching and 5 ◦C/s) had different sizes and
irregular shapes. However, the CPP packets in slow-cooling samples (i.e., 0.05 ◦C/s) tended to be in
blocky morphology. Figure 3d–f display the local strain distribution among phases in three samples
by means of kernel average misorientation (KAM) color-coded maps. These maps were computed
using a maximum misorientation of 5◦ and were averaged with the third neighbor misorientation,
which provided a qualitative estimation of minor local strain gradients as plastic deformation [17].
Misorientations higher than 5◦ were excluded, because these misorientations are ascribed to the
generation of low-angle misorientation grain boundaries. As depicted in Figure 3d–f, the average local
misorientation angle (θ) decreased from θ = 0.99◦, to 0.70◦, to 0.69◦ as the cooling process varied from
water quenching, to 5 ◦C/s, and to 0.05 ◦C/s, respectively.
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Figure 3. CPP packets in three specimens at various cooling rates: (a) water-quenching; (b) 5 ◦C/s;
(c) 0.05 ◦C/s. The colors indicate four different CPP packets. Kernel average misorientation maps
(one average value per grain): (d) water-quenching; (e) 5 ◦C/s; (f) 0.05 ◦C/s. θ is the local misorientation
angle averaged on the grains of the map.

3.3. Orientation Relationships

The pole figures corresponding to the marked grains in Figure 3 are shown in Figure 4.
They indicate the ORs of bainite and martensite. The experimental {011}bcc pole figures of the variants
(black spots) inside a prior γ grain, whose calculated orientation is shown by the {111}γ poles
(red spots), are given in the first column in Figure 4. Regardless of the cooling rate, the ORs of
these sub-microstructures were closer to K-S and G-T ORs than to N-W and Pitsch ORs, as depicted
in Figure 5b. K-S OR was the most extensive in as-quenched martensite, and G-T OR was at the
highest frequency in GB obtained at 0.05 ◦C/s. The internal misorientations were more extended in
the water-quenched alloy than in the other two samples, because of the higher dislocation content
contained in martensite (Figure 5a).
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3.4. Boundary Disorienttaion Features

In addition to the CPP figures, KAM maps, and pole figures, boundary features such as
disorientation angle distribution as well as variant grouping are properties useful to explore the
microstructure characteristics and the transformation behavior. Figure 6a–c show the distributions of
daughter grain boundary disorientation angles in three specimens. For each cooling process, a few
characteristic similarities among the histograms could be detected. There was one common peak at
the estimated misorientation angle of 60◦, while the boundaries with the disorientation angle range
between 22.5◦ and 47.5◦ were rarely be observed at any cooling rate. Likewise, there were some
differences among the distributions. First, boundaries with the approximate disorientation angle of
10◦, 20◦, 50◦, and 52.5◦ were found more frequently in the as-quenched specimen (blue hollow arrows
in Figure 6a); two peaks at 18◦ and 52◦ were detected in the sample cooled at 5 ◦C/s (red hollow
arrows in Figure 6b), while two peaks at 9◦ and 54.5◦ were detected in the sample cooled at 0.05 ◦C/s
(black hollow arrows in Figure 6c). Moreover, the height of the peak at 60◦ seemed to be affected by
the cooling procedures, that is, the peak height at 60◦ tended to increase with the reduction of the
cooling rate.
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3.5. Operator Distribution Tendency

Figure 7 depicts the histograms of the distribution tendency of the operators at various cooling
rates. As indicated by the blue hollow arrows in Figure 7a, high fractions of O0, O2, and O5 were
detected in the as-quenched specimen, that is to say, more CPP packects were likely to exist in this
specimen, as referred in Table 2. As indicates by the red hollow arrows in Figure 7b, O2, O4, and
O5 were the most extensive in the specimen cooled at 5 ◦C/s. Nevertheless, compared with other
operators in the specimen cooled at 0.05 ◦C/s, O3, O5, O11, and O16 were found more frequently (see
black hollow arrows in Figure 7c). According to Table 2, these four operators were always inside the
Bain packets. It was further demonstrated that more CPP packets with distinct geometric features
were found in the specimens at higher cooling rates, e.g., assemblies of parallel laths. Meanwhile,
non-geometric features, as shown in Figure 3c, were easily detected in Bain packets in the specimen at
lower cooling rates.
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4. Discussion

The morphological and crystallographic features of LM, LB, and GB were investigated in this study.
Some researchers employed the phenomenological theory of martensite crystallography (PTMC) to
demonstrate that the crystallographic characteristics of bainite are similar to those of martensite [18–20],
including inter-variant strain [21], habit plane [22], surface relief [23]. However, it is not clear whether
martensite and bainite possess the same boundary disorientation features, variant groupings, etc.
Therefore, these issues will be discussed in the following section.

4.1. Determination of Strain Distribution and Dislocation Density

The calculated average misorientation angles in the samples subjected to water quenching, 5 ◦C/s,
and 0.05 ◦C/s cooling rates were 0.99◦/pixel, 0.70◦/pixel, and 0.69◦/pixel, respectively. Herein, 1 pixel
was equal to 264.58 µm, therefore, the average misorientation angles were 0.0037◦/µm, 0.0027◦/µm,
and 0.0.0026◦/µm. As revealed in our previous research, the dislocation density depends linearly on the
average misorientation angle [24]. Thus, it was demonstrated that high dislocation density exists in LM.
It originates from the plastic accommodation of the transformation strain in martensite [25]. However,
there was no huge variation of the dislocation density in a mixture of LM and LB compared with that
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in GB. Such similarities can be explained by a variant grouping in the succeeding transformations [26].
As mentioned above [11], variant groupings take place to accommodate the plastic strain of the
transformation. If one accepts that martensite transformation is a shear transformation, the volume
strain can be ignored because of its tiny effect compared with the shear strain for the distortion [27].
The edge areas of LB are always transformed later than the interior of LB, thus causing dislocations
around the boundaries of LB [28]. Regarding the mixture of LB and LM, there was a time gap between
the formation of variant groupings. During this gap, it can be inferred that the shear train caused by
bainite transformation was partially released. Regarding GB, an unusual type of bainite due to the
absence of cementite [16], boundary dislocations are not accumulated because of its ferritic matrix
with diffusional transformation mode [29]. Finally, some results reported in previous studies were
confirmed, e.g., lower dislocation density in bainite that transformed earlier than martensite [30].

4.2. Determination of Orientation Relationships

After comparing the experimental and simulated pole figures, we found that bainite and
martensite in the samples exhibited K-S and G-T ORs. According to the continuous features in
the pole figures in Figure 4, these ORs coexisted in each sample because the lattice invariant line was
predominantly maintained by the transformed products [31]. A continuum of ORs between K-S, N-W,
and Pitsch ORs can be ascribed to the very distortion generated by the transformation process rather
than to the deformation of austenite. There exists a tendency toward a specific OR that depends on
the composition of the alloy [32]. Our study shows that such differences also depend on the cooling
rate. It is probable that this effect is a consequence of the change of the transformation temperature.
This confirms Beladi’s idea that the phase transformation temperature has a significant effect on the
OR between the parent phase and the daughter phase [6]. The OR of LM was mainly K-S OR, since
the specimen in our study was composed of low-carbon high alloy. Nevertheless, LM in low-carbon
and low-alloy steels approximately possesses a G-T relation with untransformed austenite [33]. G-T
OR is between K-S and N-W, which are separated by around 5.26◦ [34]. G-T is often expressed as
<110> γ about 2.5◦ from <111> α, (111)> γ, 1◦ from (011) α [35]. This OR was found to be at the highest
frequency either in the mixture of LB and LM or in GB.

4.3. Determination of Boundary Features and Variant Groupings

Disorientation analyses have always been functional to investigate the frequency of variant
grouping. In addition, 10 possible theoretical angles of disorientation between the variants have
been reported, that is, 10.53◦, 14.88◦, 20.61◦, 21.06◦, 47.11◦, 49.47◦, 50.51◦, 51.73◦, 57.21◦, and 60.00◦,
in accordance with K-S OR [36]. The corresponding angles linked to the disorientation peaks in
Figure 6a are close to some of these angles, confirming the K-S relations in as-quenched martensite. As
indicated by the solid arrows in Figure 6c, the theoretical peak with a disorientation of approximately
20◦ was absent in GB, indicating that some variants definitely vanished owing to variant groupings
during transformation. Particularly, for GB derived by cooling at 0.05 ◦C/s, this is indicative that some
variant pairs were absent. In the case of G-T OR, 16 possible theoretical disorientation angles were
5.35◦, 9.4◦, 13.3◦, 16.5◦, 18.2◦, 18.9◦, 50.0◦, 50.8◦, 51.8◦, 51.9◦, 52◦, 55◦, 56.5◦, 56.9◦, 59.1◦, and 60.2◦ [6].
As indicated by the arrows in Figure 6b,c, not only the disorientation angles of 18◦ and 52◦ at 5 ◦C/s,
but also the disorientation angles of 9◦ and 54.5◦ at 0.05 ◦C/s were more frequent than the other angles.
These four angles are close to the theoretical disorientation angles of G-T OR, namely, 9.4◦, 18.2◦, 52◦,
and 55◦. Thus, G-T OR is predominant in both lath bainite and granular bainite according to these
related disorientation angles.

Generally, crystallography is influenced by the transformation temperature. The higher the
transformation temperature, the coarser the microstructure, which provides more space for the
generation of variants. This corresponds well with Takayama’s finding that Bain groupings are
weakened, but CPP groupings are facilitated by reducing the transformation temperature in traditional
martensitic and bainitic steels [14]. Therefore, variant groupings can be analyzed as follows.
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On one hand, it is generally believed that the driving force is small at a high transformation
temperature (i.e., slow cooling) [14], thus conducing high fraction of Bain grouping, e.g., the
highest fraction of O3 in GB obtained with the cooling rate of 0.05 ◦C/s. Here, the driving force
for transformation is regarded as the Gibbs free energy gap between parent and product phases
with identical chemical compositions at the transformation temperature; On the other hand, fast
cooling enhances the driving force for phase transformation, which results in more CPP and fewer
Bain groupings for the nucleation of product phases along the austenite grain boundary [37].
Henceforth, plastic relaxation in austenite becomes more difficult at a lower temperature; thus, variant
groupings would arise from the relaxation of internal stress caused by transformation misfit strain [38].
In other words, self-accommodation of the transformation strain is triggered by the formation of
different variants in the neighbors, because the untransformed austenite matrix is strengthened at
lower temperatures.

5. Conclusions

A detailed investigation on the distinction between lath martensite, lath bainite, and granular
bainite was carried out from morphological and crystallographic viewpoints. The following results
were obtained.

1. Both the martensite obtained by water quenching and the bainite obtained at 5 ◦C/s had
lamellar morphologies. Granular bainite is a type of ferrite matrix, on which long stripes of
martensite-austenite constituents are dispersed randomly along the grain boundaries or inside
the grains.

2. The dislocation densities in lath bainite and granular bainite were lower than in lath martensite.
3. The K-S OR was the most frequent OR in as-quenched martensite, while G-T OR was predominant

in both lath bainite and granular bainite
4. More CPP packets were generated at higher cooling rates (LM), while Bain packets were

predominant at low cooling rates (LM and GB).
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